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jection and extraction system and performed the first successful trapping of H+
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ion species created with the S-EBIT (PAPER VI). I was further more responsi-
ble for setting up the test ion source SMILIS that was used in the simultaneous
storage of Ar16+ and He+ ions in the cooling trap. This is reported of in PA-
PER VI, to which I also assisted in the writing of the manuscript. All the ex-
perimental results concerning creation, transportation, re-traping and cooling
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team and other users of the S-EBIT facility.
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TRAP I and the problems this caused when conducting measurements in the
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pressed air as heat carrying media and I did the final analysis of the data and
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PAPER VIII describes a novel extraction technique developed at the cool-
ing trap of the SMILETRAP II setup. The technique involves a coherent ex-
citation of the trapped ion cloud in the the axial direction followed by a sub-
sequent slow extraction of the ions and the resulting time of flight spectra was
first observed by the author. I have thereafter been involved in the optimization
of the technique, in the interpretations of the results and in the development of
a method of deriving the axial temperature from the time of flight spectra. I
also assisted in writing the manuscript of the paper.

To optimize ion cooling procedures, monitoring of the ion cloud tempera-
ture becomes essential. The radial temperature can be derived from the trans-
verse emittance of a beam of extracted particles. In PAPER IX measurements
of the emittance of ions extracted from both the S-EBIT and the cooling trap of
SMILETRAP II are described. The first measurements of the emittance from
the cooling trap were made by me using a slit-collector type emittance meter
and I also modified the apparatus to accept pulsed beams. The main focus of
the paper is on the development of a pepperpot emittance meter with a fast po-
sition sensitive detector for time-resolved 2D emittance measurements, a work
to which I assisted. I also contributed to the manuscript of the paper.
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1. Introduction

1.1 A short history of atomic mass measurements

The history of atomic mass spectrometry dates back to 1897 when J. J. Thom-
son demonstrated the existence of the electron and measured its charge to mass
ratio [1]. A few years later he discovered the existence of isotopes of elements
by passing a beam of ions through electric and magnetic fields. Ever since,
the method of measuring atomic masses has been to expose ionized atoms to
combinations of electric and magnetic fields and derive the charge over mass
ratio of the ions from their behavior in these fields.

One of Thomsons students, Aston, later developed a mass spectrograph
with which it was found that the masses of the isotopes did not differ exactly
by multiples of the neutron mass. This so called mass defect was later cor-
rectly interpreted to be due to the nuclear binding energy, in accordance with
Einsteins mass-energy equivalence, E = mc2 [2].

Astons spectrograph had a mass resolving power of about 1000. Since then
the precision of mass spectrometers has improved by almost an order of mag-
nitude per decade. In this thesis the to date second most precise determination
of the proton mass is reported. Figure 1.1 shows the progress of the mass un-
certainty of the proton from the early twenties up till today. The increase over
the last thirty years is thanks to the development of Penning trap mass spec-
trometers (PTMS). The Penning trap converts the measurement of an ion mass
into a measurement of the ion cyclotron frequency in a magnetic field. This is
a huge advantage since frequency is the physical quantity that can be measured
most precisely. The first high-precision mass measurement performed with a
Penning trap was that of the proton to electron mass ratio by Gräff et. al. in
1980 [3]. Today there are several PTMS in operation that routinely reaches
relative uncertainties below one part per billion (1 ppb = 10−9).

1.2 The importance of highly precise atomic mass values

The mass is a unique property of an atom, holding information of its con-
stituents as well as the energies binding those together. Measurements of the
nuclear binding energies that causes the mass defect helped physicists under-
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Figure 1.1: Development of the uncertainty of the proton mass as reported in
various mass tables.

stand the nuclear line of stability and radioactivity. Still today there exist prob-
lems in physics which could be solved using highly precise atomic mass val-
ues. A few of these will be described here.

1.2.1 Q-values for neutrino experiments

Ever since the experimental evidence of neutrino oscillations established that
the neutrino rest mass has to have a finite value, the magnitude and origin of
this mass has been a hot topic. One possibility to introduce a neutrino mass into
the Standard Model of particle physics would be if the neutrino is its own an-
tiparticle. The possible existence of such particles was first proposed by Ettore
Majorana and the particles hence bear his name. Whether or not the neutrino
is a Majorana particle can be established through the existence of neutrino-less
double-beta decays (0νββ ). A double-beta decay is a nuclear process in which
two neutrons in a nucleus decay into two protons emitting two electrons and
two neutrinos (2νββ ). This process is known to occur in 35 isotopes in nature.
If the neutrino is a Majorana particle the two neutrinos emitted have a non-zero
probability of annihilate each other resulting in a neutrino-less event. Such an
event could be detected through a peak in the sum of the two electrons energy
spectra, located at the Q-value. Furthermore, if the lifetime of the process is

14



determined the Majorana neutrino mass could be derived.
The probability of the process scales with the Q-value to the power of five,

promoting the search for such events in high Q-value decays. Out of the 35
double-beta decaying isotopes eleven has been singled out as most favorable
[4]. Presently, several experiments are in operation or being set up around
the world to search for these events in a number of different isotopes [5]. In
common for all is that the Q-value of the process has to be known to a few
10 eV not to limit the precision of the measurement. The Q-values, derived
as the mass difference between the mother and daughter nucleus, from the
Atomic Mass Evaluation 2003 (AME2003) [6] have uncertainties between 3
and 7 keV. It is therefore necessary to improve these values by about two orders
of magnitude for the relevant isotopes.

An incomparable precision of the Q-value of the tritium beta decay is de-
sired in the search of the neutrino mass at the Karlsruhe tritium neutrino exper-
iment (KATRIN) [7]. By examining the end of the electron energy spectrum
KATRIN aims at putting an upper limit to the neutrino mass of 0.2 eV. To
achieve this the endpoint of the spectrum has to be known within 6 meV. This
calls for measurements of the 3H and 3He masses at a precision in the order of
10 parts per trillion (1 ppt = 10−12).

1.2.2 Atomic masses for a new value of the fine structure constant α

The fine structure constant α = e2/(4πε0h̄c) that determines the strength of
the electromagnetic interaction is most precisely known through a comparison
of a measurement of the electron magnetic moment [8] to the corresponding
quantum electrodynamic (QED) calculation [9] at an uncertainty of 0.37 pbb.
However, this result is completely dependent upon the calculation and other,
QED independent methods are needed to check the calculated value. One such
method is to measure the ratio of the Planck constant to the electron mass h/me

related to α through

α
2 =

2R∞

c
· h

me
=

2R∞

c
· h

M
· M

mp
·

mp

me
(1.1)

where the ratio of the Rydberg constant to the speed of light R∞/c is known to
a precision of 7 ·10−12. The other three ratios in the second part of the formula
includes three mases, the electron mass me, the proton mass mp and the mass
of a rubidium or cesium atom M, all of which can be measured with Penning
trap mass spectrometers. The ratio between the Planck constant and the atom
mass h/M can be measured through the recoil velocity of the atom absorbing
a photon [10].
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1.2.3 Tests of bound state QED calculations

QED is the most accurately tested theory in physics, at a level of 10−14. How-
ever, for the g-factors of the electron in heavy, hydrogen-like systems, pertur-
bation calculations are not possible; hence, the QED corrections have to be
evaluated to all orders of (Zα) [4]. To test the calculations, measurements of
the g-factor of these systems have to be performed at a maximum an uncer-
tainty of about 10−9 for isotopes of low nuclear charge (Z) and to about 10−7

for high Z systems. If the g-factor of the lithium-like ion is also measured the
dependence of nuclear effects present for the heavy systems can be eliminated
[11]. Furthermore, measuring the g-factor of hydrogen-like ions of isotopes of
the same element, makes it possible to detect a possible isotope effect to the
g-factor (see PAPER II and references there in). The g-factor can be measured
in a Penning trap by measuring the ratio of the Larmor precession frequency to
the cyclotron frequency provided the ion mass is known to sufficient precision.

16



2. Principles of Penning trap
mass spectrometers

2.1 The Penning trap system

A Penning trap consists of a set of electrodes situated in a homogeneous mag-
netic field BBB = B · ẑ. In the magnetic field any charged particle, e.g. an ion
with charge qe and mass m, will perform a cyclotron motion and is thereby
confined radially. The trap electrodes are shaped to create a potential along the
z-axis with a minimum in the center of the trap to confine the ions axially. In
a Penning trap mass spectrometer, such as the Stockholm-Mainz ion levitation
trap (SMILETRAP), it is the relation between the angular frequency of the
cyclotron motion ωc and the charged particle mass that is exploited,

ωc =
qeB
m

. (2.1)

By comparing the cyclotron frequency of the investigated ion ωc to that of
a reference ion ω

re f
c of well known mass, the magnetic field can be eliminated,

provided there is no field change between the two measurements:

ωc

ω
re f
c

=
q ·mre f

qre f ·m
. (2.2)

2.2 Ion motion in an ideal Penning trap

The electric potential of an ideal Penning trap is a quadrupole potential of the
form

Φ =
V0

2d2

(
2z2− x2− y2) , (2.3)

where V0 is the static trapping potential applied between the ring electrode and
the endcaps and d2 = z2

0 + r2
0/2 the characteristic trap dimension (Fig. 2.1).

Such a potential is harmonic along the z axis and makes the trapped particle
oscillate along this axis with a frequency independent of amplitude

ωz =

√
2qeUo

md2 . (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: A schematic drawing of a hyperboloidal Penning trap.

In the radial plane the electric potential will add a repulsive force, pushing
the ion away from the center, FFF = qe(−∇ΦΦΦ + vvv×BBB). The resulting radial
motion can be separated into the modified cyclotron motion with frequency
ω+ and the magnetron motion with frequency ω− [12]:

ω± =
1
2

(
ωc±

√
ω2

c −2ω2
z

)
. (2.5)

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic drawing of the ion trajectory in the trap both
in three dimensions and projected onto the xy-plane. The relations, both be-
tween the frequencies and the amplitudes, have been set to produce a readable
figure rather than to represent physical conditions.

2.3 Ion motion in a real Penning trap

There are primarily two types of electrode geometries used to create the quad-
rupole potential (Eq. 2.3), either hyperboloidal or cylindrical (Fig. 2.3). The
hyperboloidal geometry has the advantage that the electrode surfaces follow
the equipotential surfaces of a quadrupole potential, that are hyperboloidal of
revolution. Even so, imperfections of the electrodes, such as truncation, en-
trance and exit holes and machining errors, makes it necessary to add correc-
tion electrodes to make the potential tunable.

18



Figure 2.2: A schematic drawing of the ion motion in the trap in three dimen-
sions and projected onto the xy-plane. Frequencies and amplitudes are not to
scale.

correction tube

endcap

correction electrodes

ring electrode

correction electrodes

endcap

corrction tube

Figure 2.3: Two types of electrode geometries commonly used to create the
electric potential in a Penning trap. To the left the hyperboloidal geometry and to
the right a seven-pole cylindrical geometry.
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In the cylindrical setup the trapping potential is applied to the two cylindri-
cal endcaps relative to the center ring electrode. A set, usually two or four, cor-
rection electrodes are added to help creating the quadrupole potential. These
traps are hence referred to as 5-pole or 7-pole cylindrical traps.

The potential in a real Penning trap can be described by a multipole expan-
sion [12]

Φ =U0

∞

∑
n=2

cn

(
ρ

d

)n
Pn

(
z
ρ

)
(2.6)

where ρ = (x2 + y2 + z2)1/2 is the distance from the trap center, cn are expan-
sion coefficients and Pn(x) are Legendre polynomials. Because of the reflection
symmetry across the z = 0 plane only even n coefficients will be non-zero. c0
is an over all constant that can be ignored.

In a perfect trap the quadrupole expansion coefficient c2 = 1 and all higher
order coefficients vanish but in a real trap this is generally not the case. How-
ever, by carefully choosing trap geometry, the trapping depth can be made
independent of the voltages applied to the correction electrodes. This config-
uration, referred to as an orthogonalized trap, makes it possible to tune out
the higher order terms by adjusting the voltages of the correction electrodes,
without altering the trap depth [13].

2.4 Cyclotron frequency determination

Mass measurements with Penning traps involve the determination of the cy-
clotron frequency. This can be done in two principally different ways; the
destructive time-of-flight ion cyclotron resonance (TOF-ICR) technique and
the non-destructive image current technique. The TOF-ICR technique is de-
structive in the sense that the ions are ejected from the trap at the end of each
cylcle and registered by a detector. The image current technique, on the other
hand, uses one ion stored in the trap for a longer time, registering the ion mo-
tion through the currents induced in the trap electrodes. At SMILETRAP the
TOF-ICR technique is used and in the following this technique is described in
some detail.

The TOF-ICR technique was first proposed by Bloch [14] and later applied
to PTMS by Gräff et al. [3]. In the trap the ions are subjected to an azimuthal
radio-frequent (rf) quadrupole field with frequency νr f = ωr f /2π , applied to
the fourfold segmented ring electrode. When in resonance with the sum fre-
quency ωs = ω+ +ω− which, in the ideal case, is identical to the cyclotron
frequency (Eq. 2.5) the quadrupole field will couple the two radial motions.
This will start a periodic conversion from an initially magnetron dominated
motion toward a reduced cyclotron dominated motion (Fig. 2.4). If the con-
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version is allowed to complete the final cyclotron radius ρ+ will be equal to
the initial magnetron radius ρ−. Because the energy is proportional to the fre-
quency and the amplitude of the motion, Er ∝ ρω , and because ω+ � ω−,
the conversion leads to an excitation of the radial motion. The radial energy
gain is then probed through a measurement of the time of flight of the ions,
traveling from the trap to a detector. Since the detector is situated outside the
homogeneous part of the magnetic field, the magnetic moment of the radial
motion will couple to the gradient of the field, accelerating the ions toward the
detector,

FFF =−µµµ(∇BBB). (2.7)
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Figure 2.4: Conversion of a pure magnetron motion into a cyclotron motion.
Parts (a) and (b) show the first and the second half of the conversion respectively.

If an ion has been subjected to an exciting rf-field with a frequency that
matches the sum frequency it will have a larger radial kinetic energy, and thus
a larger magnetic moment. Thus, by plotting the TOF of the ions as a function
of the frequency of the applied field the sum frequency shows up as a well
pronounced minimum in a typical resonance pattern. To obtain the resonance
frequency the expected function [15],

TOF (νr f ) =
∫ ( m

2(Ek−qeV (z)−µ (νs−νr f )B(z))

)1/2

dz, (2.8)

is fitted to the data. In this equation Ek is the initial axial energy of the ion
and V (z) and B(z) are the electric and magnetic potential difference along the
z-axis from the trap to the detector. An example of such a fit is presented in
Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: An example of a TOF resonance using D+ ions. The curve is a least
squares fit of the expected function to the data.
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3. The SMILETRAP I facility

3.1 Experimental setup

The mass resolving power m/δm of a Penning trap mass measurement de-
pends directly on the precision in the determination of the cyclotron frequency
ωc/δωc. The statistical uncertainty in the determination of the cyclotron fre-
quency is in turn limited by the width of the resonance peak (Fig. 2.5), which
is the Fourier limit of the interaction time Tr f between the ion and the exciting
rf-field. Therefore, the mass resolving power is proportional to the interaction
time as well as the strength of the magnetic field and the charge over mass of
the ion

m
δm

∝ Tr f B
q
m
. (3.1)

SMILETRAP I was the first PTMS designed to utilize this attractive rela-
tion between the mass resolving power and the charge over mass of the ion.
For this reason SMILETRAP I was located to the Manne Seigbahn Labora-
tory (MSL) at Stockholm University, Sweden, where it was connected to the
electron beam ion source (EBIS) CRYSIS [16] for the production of highly
charged ions (HCI). The setup of SMILETRAP I, described in for example
[17], is similar to that of ISOLTRAP [18]. The principle parts are presented in
Figure 3.1 and consists of two ion sources, CRYSIS and SMILIS, two Penning
traps, the preparation trap (pre-trap) and the precision trap, and a TOF detector.
All the principle parts of the system are discussed in the following sections.

3.1.1 Ion production and transportation

The ions are produced either in CRYSIS or in the Scandinavian type plasma ion
source SMILIS. CRYSIS has a super conducting solenoid magnet producing
a 1.5 T field and is designed for an electron beam of up to 50 keV. However,
for stable runs the maximum electron beam energy has been limited to 35 keV.
It has produced ions used in mass measurements ranging from singly charged
tritium to chromium-like led Pb58+. SMILIS on the other hand, is limited to
the production of singly charged ions of gaseous elements.

After production the ions are transported from the source to a 90◦ bending
magnet using conventional beam elements such as deflectors, lenses and elec-
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the SMILETRAP I setup at MSL.
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trostatic quadrupoles. In the magnet a q/m selection is done before the ions
reach the trapping system. This consists of two Penning traps and some inter-
trap optics and detectors. The first trap, the pre-trap, is a cylindrical, 7-pole
trap located in a conventional 0.25 T electromagnet. In this trap the ions are
retarded from the transportation energy of 3.4×q keV to ground, before they
are transported further by a −1 kV extraction potential. The pre-trap is also
used for the production of H+

2 ions which are used as mass reference ions in
most measurements. This is done by electron bombardment of the rest gas in
the trap using a 3.4 keV electron gun.

The inter-trap section has a series of controllable apertures, allowing the
operator to optimize the transportation so that only the ions with the smallest
phase space are able to reach the precision trap. As a result only a few ten ions,
of the thousands ejected from the pre-trap, usually reach the precision trap.

3.1.2 Measurement procedure

The ions from the pre-trap are retarded from the transportation energy to ground
when injected into the precision trap were they are trapped by a 5 V potential
applied to the endcaps of the hyperbolic trap electrodes situated in a 4.7 T mag-
netic field. A selection procedure is performed in which the trapping voltage is
lowered to a few millivolts for a short time, allowing the ions with the highest
axial energies to leave the trap. Through careful optimization an optimum of
one to three ions remain in the trap after this so called boil-off.

After an exciting rf-field has been applied to the split ring electrode of the
trap, the ions are released and the TOFs from the trap to a microchannel plate
(MCP) detector, situated about 0.5 m away, are recorded. The frequency of
the applied field is usually scanned in 21 steps of 0.2 Hz around the estimated
cyclotron frequency. (Fig. 2.5).

To minimize the influence of any variations in the magnetic field the mea-
surement is continuously switched between the investigated ion and the refer-
ence ion. The switching itself takes some time and, as a compromise between
statistics and minimization of the influence from magnetic field variations, ion
species are usually exchanged every five scans. This results in a measurement
cycle of about five minutes.

3.2 Data analysis

Here the data analysis procedure of all measurements prior to the proton mass
measurement is described. In the proton mass measurement [PAPER V] a
number of improvements were developed to further increase the precision.
These alterations are described in detail in Section 3.3.3.
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The data analysis is done off-line using an in-house developed LabView
program and the data consists of measurements of the TOF of ions subjected to
exciting fields of different frequencies. Figure 3.2 shows the TOF histograms
of ions in and off resonance respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Accumulated TOF histogram of ions in resonance (black) and off
resonance (gray).

3.2.1 Fitting the resonances

Because of the large statistical spread of the TOF distributions (Fig. 3.2) the
scans have to be grouped together in bunches of about 100 and, for each fre-
quency applied, the average and the variance of the TOF distributions are cal-
culated. By ploting these against the applied frequency and least squares fit
the theoretical resonance curve, plots such as Figure 2.5 are obtained. The
curve fitting is done using a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear weighted least-
squares algorithm [19] to fit the expected function (Eq. 2.8) to the data using
the inverse variances as weights. Three parameters are fitted; the cyclotron fre-
quency ωc, the conversion rate C and the initial axial energy Ek [PAPER IV].
The conversion rate is an extra factor added to Eq. 2.8 to reflect the fact that we
do not allow the conversion from magnetron to cyclotron motion to complete
(Sec. 3.2.3).

From the fit a value of the cyclotron frequency ωc and an estimate of the
standard deviation is obtained. This procedure is applied to all bunches of both
the investigated ion and the reference ion. The result of a series of such fits is
presented in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Cyclotron frequencies of H+
2 (�) and D+ (©) ions for 19 subsequent

bunches.

3.2.2 Frequency ratio determination

After the fitting procedure a value of the frequency ratio R = ωc/ω
re f
c is calcu-

lated for each pair of frequencies. Calculated is also an estimate of the uncer-
tainty in each ratio using the estimated standard deviations and error propaga-
tion. The result of such a calculation from the data of Figure 3.3 is presented
in Figure 3.4.

Finally the weighted average of all frequency ratios is calculated, using the
inverse squared of the uncertainties as weights. The uncertainty in this average
is estimated by the standard error of weighted average (internal error) and the
weighted standard deviation (external error). The ratio of these two measure-
ments of uncertainty, the Birge-ratio, should be unity provided the estimated
uncertainties of the individual frequency ratios are good estimates and no sys-
tematic effects are present [20]. In case there is a discrepancy the larger of the
two is, as a conservative estimate, quoted as the statistical uncertainty of the
measurement.
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Figure 3.4: Frequency ratios with estimated standard deviations from the 19
bunches of Figure 3.3.

3.2.3 Systematic effects and corrections

There exist a number of systematic effects that shift the measured sum fre-
quency away from the cyclotron frequency. These effects have been thor-
oughly investigated and can thus be accounted for [17]. It should be noted that
the effects are small, in the order of mHz, compared to the measured frequen-
cies that are in the order of a few 10 MHz. Worth noticing is also that any sys-
tematic shift of the frequencies causes a shift of the frequency ratio, and hence
the measured mass, that to first order is proportional to the charge over mass
difference between the ions. If R = ωc/ω

re f
c is the ratio of the true cyclotron

frequencies and R̄ is the ratio of the measured frequencies ωs = ωc +∆ωc and
ω

re f
s = ω

re f
c +∆ω

re f
c ,

R̄ =
ωc +∆ωc

ω
re f
c +∆ω

re f
c

= R

(
1+

∆ωc

ωc
− ∆ω

re f
c

ω
re f
c

+ · · ·

)
= R+∆R+ · · · . (3.2)
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From this the first order relative shift of the frequency ratio can be written as

∆R
R

=

(
ω

re f
c −ωc

ωc

)
∆ω

re f
c

ω
re f
c

+
∆ωc−∆ω

re f
c

ωc

=

(
(q/m)re f − (q/m)

(q/m)

)
∆ω

re f
c

ω
re f
c

+
∆ωc−∆ω

re f
c

ωc
. (3.3)

Hence, if a systematic effect can be assumed to shift both frequencies with the
same amount and if the ions have the same charge to mass ratios, i.e. cyclotron
frequencies, the shifts cancel leaving the frequency ratio unchanged. This em-
phasizes the importance of treating the two ion species, as much as possible, in
the same way to assure that they are affected equally by any systematic effect.
It also shows the necessity to, as far as possible, choose ion pairs with the same
charge over mass ratio.

Relativistic mass increase

At SMILETRAP I, due to the high cyclotron frequency of about 36 MHz for a
q/m = 1/2 measurement, a full conversion from magnetron to cyclotron mo-
tion would make the ions relativistic, shifting the measured mass by several
ppb and distorting the TOF resonance. However, the degree of conversion is
proportional to the amplitude of the exciting field and the interaction time be-
tween the ion and the field. This makes it possible to stop the excitation before
full conversion is reached. However, a shorter excitation time decreases the
resolution of the measurement (Eq. 3.1) and the strength of the exciting field is
limited from below by the noise level. Further more, if the excitation is stopped
too early the conversion will not be large enough to distinguish between ions
in and off resonance. As a compromise an excitation time of 1 s and an am-
plitude of a few mV has usually been used. This results in a conversion rate
of about 10% which is enough to resolve the resonance while avoiding large
relativistic effects. There is, however, a small relativistic shift of ωs at the sub-
ppb level which has to be accounted for. This is done by estimating the ions
kinetic energy from the TOF effect, defined as the relative difference in TOF
between ions in and off resonance, using a semi-empirical formula [17]. From
this a correction of the frequency ratio can be derived. Usually the average
TOF effect is used to calculate an average relativistic correction of the average
frequency ratio. The relative relativistic mass increase is usually a few times
10−10 and can be corrected for at an uncertainty of about 0.1 ppb. However, in
some cases the full correction has, as a conservative estimate, been quoted as
the relative uncertainty of the measurement.
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Trap misalignment and electrode imperfections

To characterize the deviation from an ideal quadrupole potential a harmonic
distortion factor ε can be introduced. Similarly the misalignment between
the electric an magnetic field can be described by the misalignment angle θ .
Both of these causes a shift of the observed sideband frequency away from the
cyclotron frequency

ωs (θ ,ε) = ω+(θ ,ε)+ω−(θ ,ε) = ωc +∆ωs(θ ,ε). (3.4)

Making use of the Brown-Gabrielse invariance theorem [21] and the hierarchy
of the eigenfrequencies in a Penning trap, ω+ � ωz � ω− together with a
small angle expansion, the shift of the sideband frequency can be shown to be
[22]

∆ωs(θ ,ε) = ω−

(
9
4

θ
2− 1

2
ε

2
)
+ · · · . (3.5)

This shift is thus, to first order, independent of ion species and inserting this
into Equation 3.3 yields

∆R
R

=

(
9
4

θ
2− 1

2
ε

2
)(

(q/m)re f − (q/m)

(q/m)

)
ω−

ω
re f
c

+ · · · . (3.6)

The SMILETRAP I misalignment angle and distortion factor are both esti-
mated to be less than 10−2 and the magnetron and the cyclotron frequencies
are about 820 Hz and 36 MHz respectively. The factor in the middle, the rel-
ative charge over mass difference, depends on the ion pair investigated. As
far as possible, ion pairs with similar q/m have been used. However, mea-
surements have been preformed with relative q/m differences as high as 0.9
in which case a shift of the frequency ratio of more than 1 ppb could not be
ruled out [23]. To account for this, and any possibly unknown q/m dependent
shifts of the measured frequency ratio, all SMILETRAP I results have a q/m
dependent uncertainty (refereed to as the q/A asymmetry uncertainty) added
to its systematic uncertainty budget. The magnitude of this uncertainty has
been experimentally determined by measuring frequency ratios of ions of well
known masses in a large relative q/m difference range [24].

Ion-ion interaction

It is known that having more than one ion in the trap could cause a shift of the
cyclotron frequency due to the coulomb interaction [25; 26]. The ions could
either be of the same kind in which case the result is a shift toward lower
frequency. This effect, usually referred to as the Ion number dependence, is
small but could not be ruled out in the case of HCI. The other possibility is
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that one of the ions are of a different species, either originating from the ion
source or created by rest gas ionization in the trapping system. This effect is
usually referred to as Contaminant ions. At the pressure in the precision trap
of less than 10−11 mbar, rest gas ionization is unlikely and contaminant ions
originating from the ion source can be avoided by choosing ions with q/m that
can be resolved from any rest gas ions in the bending magnet.

To keep the uncertainties originating from these effects to a minimum,
measures are also taken to optimize the trapping procedure to have exactly one
ion in the trap. However, ion trapping is a random process and as a compro-
mise usually all data with more than two or three ions detected at the MCP is
discarded. This precaution has set a limit to the combined influence of these
effects to between 0.1 and 0.5 ppb in all SMILETRAP I measurements.

Magnetic field drift

The natural decay of the superconducting magnet is much less than 1 ppb per
hour [17]. By continuously switching between the two ion species the influ-
ence of this effect can be minimized. A commonly used measurement scheme
is to switch ion species every 2.5 minutes. This results in a totally neglectable
uncertainty from the magnetic field drift of much less than 0.04 ppb. As a con-
servative estimate 0.06 ppb has usually been added to the uncertainty budget.

The magnetic field from the superconducting magnet also depends on ex-
ternal parameters such as the temperature in the experimental hall and the pres-
sure in the liquid helium tank. In some measurements variations in these pa-
rameters have been so large that a systematic shift of the frequency ratio of 0.1
ppb could not be ruled out. However, efforts have been made to stabilize the
system and all that remains is a small oscillation of the trap temperature with
a period of about 100 minutes and an amplitude of about 20 mK. In Figure 3.5
the temperature oscillation is shown together with measured frequencies over
a period of three hours. From these data a proportionality factor of 10 Hz/K
has been estimated [PAPER VII], however; the frequency measurements are
time averages (horizontal bars) which could mean that the real amplitude of
the frequency oscillation is larger.

Because the temperature oscillation is stable around a fixed value and be-
cause ion species are interchanged with a cycle time of five minutes the os-
cillation does not result in a systematic shift of the frequency ratio. However,
it does effect the statistical uncertainty becasue of the bunching of the scans
in the data evaluation. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6 were the theoretical
resonance curve of a one second excitation with a conversion rate of 10% is
time average over one period of an oscillation with an amplitude of 0.3 Hz.
The result is a smearing of the resonance which increases the full width at half
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Figure 3.5: The measured frequency of H+
2 ions (squares) together with the

temperature of the vacuum tube holding the trap (solid line) as a function of
time. The horizontal error bars of the frequency data correspond to the time
interval during which the respective resonances were measured. To illustrate the
correlation the two time-axes have been shifted relative to each other.
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Figure 3.6: The solid line shows the theoretical resonance curve of a one second
excitation with a conversion rate of 10%. The dotted line shows the same curve,
time average over one period of an oscillation with an amplitude of 0.3 Hz. The
error bars represent the spread in the TOF of the oscillating curve at the frequen-
cies that would be used in a measurement.
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maximum (FWHM) and makes the sidebands almost disappear.

Magnetic field homogeneity

The specified homogeneity of the superconducting magnet is better than 10−8

cm−3. A 1 mm aperture in front of the trap defines the position of the ions to
about 1 mm3. This corresponds to a homogeneity of about 10−11. Unfortu-
nately, the susceptibility of the trap construction materials makes the field less
homogeneous. However, careful optimization of the field, using H+

2 ions of
different axial amplitudes, has minimized this influence [17]. Also, the large
number of ions used in SMILETRAP I measurements suggests that the two
ion species on average occupy the same volume.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Calcium mass measurement

The g-factor of a bound electron is defined through the relation between the
magnetic moment µ and total angular momentum J = L+S:

µ =−g
e

2me
J. (3.7)

In the case of a hydrogen-like ion with zero nuclear spin in an external mag-
netic field the ratio between the electronic Larmor precession frequency ωL

and the cyclotron frequency becomes

ωL

ωc
=
−g
2q

m
me

. (3.8)

If this ratio is measured with high accuracy it can be used to determine the
bound state electron g-factor provided the ion mass m and electron mass me is
known to sufficient accuracy. So far this frequency ratio has been measured
in the case of 12C5+ and 16O7+ with relative uncertainties of 0.5 and 0.8 ppb
respectively.

The relativistic value of the g-factor for the S1/2 ground state of hydrogen-
like systems was derived already in 1928 by Breit [27]. However, due to the
strong electric field of the nucleus acting upon the electron, bound state quan-
tum electrodynamical (BS-QED) contributions have to be included. For ions
with higher nuclear charge also nuclear volume and nuclear recoil contribu-
tions become significant. In Figure 3.7 the different contributions to the g-
factor as a function of nuclear charge are shown.

The BS-QED contributions to the g-factor approximately scale with the
nuclear charge squared, which implies that g-factor measurements of ions with
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more significant than in the case of a free particle and it seems
virtually impossible to perform the calculation to a similar level
of accuracy as it has been obtained for the free electron. In spite
of these difficulties substantial progress has been made in re-
cent years for simple highly charged ions having hydrogen- or
lithium-like electronic configurations [8,9].

In this contribution, we will describe recent experiments,
which aim at precise measurements of the magnetic moment
of the electron bound in hydrogen-like ions. The comparison of
the results to theoretical expectations represents a stringent test
of bound-state QED. It turns out that the technique developed
for these experiments may serve to determine other quantities of
fundamental interest such as magnetic moments of bare nuclei
free of diamagnetic shielding, high precision mass spectrometry,
or hyperfine spectroscopy on hydrogenic systems.

2. The magnetic moment of the bound electron

The magnetic moment !µ associated with the spin !s of the
electron is usually expressed by the g factor defined by

g = m

e

µ

s
(1)

where m and e are the electron’s mass and charge, respectively. It
is a dimensionless number and the solution of the Dirac equation
for a free particle gives the value g = 2. The exchange of virtual
photons and virtual pair production as considered by the theory
of quantum electrodynamics (QED) changes this value by about
1 part in thousand. The presently best theoretical value as quoted
from the CODATA compilation of fundamental constants is

g = 2(1 + a); a = 0.0011596521852(38) (2)

In a series of experiments Dehmelt and coworkers [10] have
determined experimentally the free electron’s g factor and ob-
tained

a = 0.001159652188(4) (3)

The agreement between theory and experiment represents the
best low energy test of QED for free particles.

For the bound electrons in hydrogen-like systems of nuclear
charge Z some additional differences to the free particles value
for g occur. The main part comes from the solution of the Dirac
equation. It as been analytically obtained by Breit [11]:

g = 2
3

(1 + 2
!

1 " Z2!2) (4)

Bound-state quantum electrodynamic (BS-QED) contribu-
tions have been calculated for several highly charged ions [8,12–
16]. They are about 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the Breit
correction. Not yet calculated higher order terms determine the
uncertainty of the theoretical g factor for low-Z ions to about
1 part in 1010. For higher values of Z nuclear volume and nu-
clear recoil contributions become significant. These are difficult
to calculate accurately and will ultimately limit the compari-
son of experimental and theoretical g factors as BS-QED test.
Fig. 1 summarizes the different contributions to the g factor as a
function of the nuclear charge. From Fig. 1 it becomes evident
that a test of the BS-QED calculations requires for low values

Fig. 1. Contributions to the g factor in hydrogen-like ions of different nuclear
charges Z.

of Z a precision of about a part in 109 in order to be signifi-
cant, while for high-Z ions a precision of a part in 107 will be
sufficient.

3. Experimental determination of the g factor

We have performed experiments on hydrogen-like low-Z ions
carbon C5+ and oxygen O7+ for tests of BS-QED calculations.
The experiments are part of a collaboration between the heavy
ion research facility GSI and the physics department at the Uni-
versity of Mainz. Detailed descriptions of the experiments can
be found in Refs. [17,18]. In short a single C5+ or O7+ ion is
confined in an open-endcap cylindrical Penning trap. The trap
consists in a stack of five cylindrical electrodes, a central ring,
two endcaps and in between two correction electrodes which
serve to make the electric trap potential near the trap center as
harmonic as possible by application of proper correction volt-
ages. A strong homogeneous magnetic field is directed along
the trap axis. We call this trap “precision trap”. A second trap of
identical geometry (“analysis trap”) is placed at 2.7 cm distance
along the axis from the first one (Fig. 2). Its ring electrode is
made of nickel, which distorts the magnetic field in a bottle-like
manner. A single stored ion is confined in the trap and detected by
the induced noise in LC-circuits attached to the trap electrodes
and tuned to the ion oscillation frequencies in axial and radial
directions, respectively. The ion is cooled by resistive cooling in
all degrees of freedom by thermal contact to external resonance
circuits. These circuits are maintained at liquid helium temper-
ature and after a short time, determined by the quality-factor of
the circuits, the ion assumes a similar temperature of about 4 K.
The ion temperature is slightly above the environment tempera-
ture since noise from the attached electronics heats up the ions to
a certain degree. The determination of the electron’s g factor re-
quires the measurement of the energy difference "E = gµBB

between the two spin directions in a known magnetic field B.
µB = (e/m)! is the Bohr magnetron. B can be calibrated by the
cyclotron frequency #c = (q/M)B of the stored ion. Then g is

Figure 3.7: Contributions to the bound state g-factor in hydrogen-like ions as a
function of nuclear charge Z. Reprinted from [28], with permission from Elsevier.

higher charge will provide more stringent tests of QED calculations, at the
same experimental uncertainty. As pointed out in the introduction, the nuclear
effects can be eliminated by also measuring the g-factor of the lithium-like ion
[11]. An experiment has been set up at the Johannes Gutenberg University
Mainz with the aim of measuring the g-factors of hydrogen- and lithium-like
28Si and 40Ca as a first step toward a measurement of the g-factors of hydrogen-
and lithium-like uranium at GSI Helmholtz Center for Heavy Ion Research
GmbH [29]. In the case of calcium the BS-QED contributions to the theoretical
g-factor increases by a factor of eight compared to 16O7+ [30].

The mass of 40Ca, as given in the Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME2003), is
calculated from the 39K mass through the 39K(p,γ)40Ca reaction with an uncer-
tainty of 5.5 ppb [6]. The measurement presented in PAPER I reports a value
of the 40Ca mass in agreement with the AME2003-value but with 10 times
smaller uncertainty. Also important is that it is a direct measurement of both
the hydrogen-like and lithium-like ion masses with 0.6 ppb and 0.7 ppb un-
certainty respectively. This eliminates the uncertainties in the electron binding
energies for the g-factor measurements.
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3.3.2 Ramsey excitation evaluation

The term Ramsey excitation refers to the method of separating the exciting
field into two or more parts. The method was first applied by Norman F. Ram-
sey under the name the method of separated oscillatory fields which earned
him the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1989 [31]. The method was first imple-
mented to PTMS by Bollen el. al. in 1992 [25] and in 2001 the method was
first used at SMILETRAP I in the 76Ge double β -decay Q-value measurement
[PAPER III] [32]. At that time there were no theoretical description of the
ion motion in the trap under Ramsey excitation and as a consequence a proper
function for the fitting of the TOF resonance lacked. Recently, however, both
the theoretical description [33] and the TOF resonance fitting routine [34] has
been worked out. In Figure 3.8 four energy absorption profiles, that are the
Fourier transforms of the corresponding excitations, are shown. From this the
two-pulse excitation is expected to yield the narrowest line width and hence
the highest mass resolution.

Figure 3.8: Four different excitation schemes. The exciting rf-field is applied
in one, two, three or four separated periods (left) and the corresponding energy
absorption profiles are shown (right).
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In Figure 3.9 the TOF resonance of H+
2 ions excited with a two pulse ex-

citation at SMILETRAP I is shown. The exciting field was divided into two
τ1 =0.1 s excitation periods with a waiting time of τ0 =0.8 s in between. To
the data the expected function of the TOF versus the frequency of the exciting
field has been least-squares fitted. Compared to the single-pulse resonance pat-
tern (Fig. 2.5) the FWHM of the center fringe is clearly reduced. In PAPER IV
the implementation of the Ramsey excitation method to SMILETRAP I is de-
scribed together with a thorough investigation of the precision gain. For the
two pulse case a reduction in FWHM of between 24% and 32% compared to
the single pulse is obtained. However, in the statistical uncertainties derived
the reduction is even higher, up to 57%. This is due to the pronounced fringes
of the Ramsey resonance pattern which help determining the center frequency
ωs. Expanding the resonance window by increasing the number of frequencies
to 25 or 31 reduces the uncertainty by another 10%, the loss of statistics due to
longer data acquisition time taken into account. The investigations also show
that if it would be possible to increase the density of data points at positions
were the resonance pattern has the steepest gradients the precision could be
increased even further for a given measurement time.

Figure 3.9: An example of a TOF resonance using D+ ions and two-pulse Ram-
sey excitation. The curve is a least squares fit of the expected function to the
data.
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According to theory, the line width should be inversely proportional to
the excitation time, for a 1 s single pulse excitation FWHM≈ 0.8/Tr f . Fur-
thermore, for a Ramsey excitation of fixed excitation time it should decrease
with increasing waiting time. This behavior has been confirmed with SMILE-
TRAP I (Fig. 3.10), however; the proportionality constant is larger than ex-
pected. The reason for this could be either that the conversion is stopped before
completion (Sec. 3.2.3) or the temperature induced fluctuations of the magnetic
field which smears and broadens the resonance (Sec. 3.2.3).

Figure 3.10: Calculated (line) and experimental (error bars) FWHM as a func-
tion of the waiting time τ0 for a 1 s two-pulse excitation. Zero waiting time is
equivalent to a single pulse excitation.

With the new analysis tool the Ramsey data of the 76Ge Q-value mea-
surement of 2001 was evaluated. The data consists of TOF measurements
of 76Se25+ ions subjected to a 1 s three-pulse Ramsey excitation. The result
agrees with that of the single-pulse data and even though the Ramsey data only
amounts about half of that of the single-pulse, the uncertainty of the derived
ion mass is smaller. When combined with the single-pulse data in the deriva-
tion of the 76Se mass the improvement of the statistical uncertainty becomes
25%. Due to the unchanged uncertainty of the 76Ge mass, in combination with
the dominating systematical uncertainties, the precision improvement of the
76Ge double beta decay Q-value only becomes 8%. Nevertheless, the result is
important in that it shows no discrepancies between the single-pulse and the
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Ramsey results and that the same, or even smaller, uncertainty can be reached
with the Ramsey method with half the statistics. More information of the 76Ge
Q-value measurement can be found in PAPER III and [32].

3.3.3 Proton mass measurement

The proton is one of the fundamental particles in the universe, being one of the
building blocks of visible matter. As such its properties have been carefully
studied ever since the discovery by Rutherford in 1918 [35] and the mass of
the proton is regarded as a fundamental physical constant.

As mentioned earlier, SMILETRAP I was primarily designed in order to
exploit the mass precision gain from using HCI of heavy and medium heavy
elements. Even so, during the last decade ionic masses ranging from 3H+

to Hg52+ have been measured with relative uncertainties ranging from 0.3 to
2.2 ppb.

The value of the proton mass found in mass tables is 1.007 276 466 77(10) u
[36], a value with a relative precision of 0.10 ppb. The tabulated value of
the proton mass is, however, an average of a number of measurements, in-
cluding also those not performed with ion traps. By far the most accurate
proton mass measurement was performed with the University of Washington
Penning trap mass spectrometer (UW-PTMS) in 1999, reporting a value of
1.007 276 466 89(14) u [37]. The UW-PTMS uses the non-destructive image
current technique and exploits the fact that the three eigenmotions in a real trap
are not fully decoupled. As a result the axial frequency depends weakly on the
cyclotron energy [38]. The ion is subjected to a dipole azimuthal drive signal
and when the driving frequency matches the cyclotron frequency, energy is
absorbed by the ion, resulting in a shift of the axial frequency. By carefully
monitoring this shift while scanning the frequency of the driving signal the
cyclotron frequency can be determined.

The technique used by UW-PTMS to measure the cyclotron frequency dif-
fers completely from how this is done at SMILETRAP. In precision physics it
is important that one single measurement be complemented by another mea-
surement, with similar accuracy, using a different technique. Therefore, an at
least as precise measurement by us, using the destructive TOF technique and
the H+

2 as a carrier of two protons, would add to the reliability of the value.
This challenged us to attempt a precision mass measurement of such a light
ion as the proton, even though it is known to such high precision.

The H+
2 mass is related to the proton mass through a number of well known

atomic and molecular constants. Thus, from the H+
2 mass it is possible to cal-

culate the proton mass, provided one can handle the contribution of vibrational
energy due to the population of the vibrational states [PAPER I]. In this case
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the destructive method is an advantage because the large number of molecu-
lar ions used allows the usage of the average vibrational energy. This can be
calculated from the distribution of vibrational states which is known both ex-
perimentally and theoretically. Neglecting the vibrational energy would cause
an error of about 0.4 ppb.

The measurement also had the objective to check the accuracy of the H+
2

mass that, for reasons of convenience, has been used as reference mass in
most measurements with SMILETRAP I. It was also anticipated that a trial to
reach a precision close to 0.1 ppb would test the limit of SMILETRAP I and
would give insight in the systematic effects that limit the precision. To reach
this precision, however, a suitable mass reference ion with a q/m close to 1/2
would be needed. In 2006 Van Dyck et al. published an improved value of the
mass of deuterium with an uncertainty of 0.07 ppb [39]. This was, however,
only a preliminary result and in private communication Van Dyck has kindly
supplied us with a final value of the D+ mass of 2.013 553 212 73(4) u [40],
corresponding to a relative uncertainty of 0.02 ppb. This made the deuterium
ion a perfect reference mass in a q/m doublet measurement of the H+

2 mass.

Improvements and result

The measurement, that was carried out during four weeks in December 2006,
proved to be the last SMILETRAP I measurement at MSL. The final data con-
sists of about 5000 scans of each frequency window and more than 100 000
ions were used. This, together with the usage of two-pulse Ramsey excitation,
made it possible to reach a relative statistical uncertainty in the frequency ratio
of 0.18 ppb. However, in order to reach this precision also in the mass deter-
mination, further development in the treatment of known systematic shifts of
the cyclotron frequencies had to be made.

In previous measurements, when the accuracy ambition was about 1 ppb,
a common approach had been to estimate the magnitude of possible shifts and
then, rather than making the corrections, add this to the uncertainty budget.
This has resulted in added uncertainties in the order of 0.3 ppb for q/m dou-
blet measurements [17; 41] and was motivated by the fact that the statistical
uncertainty dominated. The approach could, however, not be used in the proton
measurement because of the higher demands of precision.

To meet this demand the data analysis was modified in two ways. Instead
of calculating the average relativistic shift of the average frequency ratio the
relativistic shift of each measured frequency ratio was calculated individually
and a correction was done accordingly. Furthermore, a new ion-ion interaction
correction was developed. The usual way of handling this effect, described in
Section 3.2.3, results in uncertainties that in the best cases can be limited to
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about 0.1 ppb [17]. However, measurements with uncertainties from number
dependence and contaminant ions as high as 0.4 ppb and 0.3 ppb respectively,
have been reported [23].

The safest way of handling the ion-ion interaction effect would be to only
accept data with exactly one ion present in the trap. This would apparently give
the unshifted frequency ratio but has the drawback that a lot of data would be
wasted. However, the low detection efficiency, of about 0.50(10) for singly
charged ions [42], of the TOF detector makes this approach impossible.

Instead each bunch of data was analyzed allowing different numbers of
detected ions. The relative shifts of the frequencies are small and by assuming
a linear dependence the measured ratio R′(n′H ,n

′
D) as a function of the number

of detected ions n′H and n′D can be written

R′(n′H ,n
′
D) =

νH(0)+ kHn′H
νD(0)+ kDn′D

, (3.9)

where νx(0) and kx are constants and n′x are the average number of detected D+

and H+
2 ions respectively. With the current detector efficiency the value corre-

sponding to having only one ion in the trap is R = R′(0.5,0.5). By applying
the variable transformation n′x⇒ nx = n′x−0.5 we get

R′(nH ,nD) =
νH(0.5)+ kHnH

νD(0.5)+ kDnD
=

νH(0.5)
νD(0.5)

(1+ kH
νH(0.5)

nH)

(1+ kD
νD(0.5)

nD)
. (3.10)

The ratio νH(0.5)/νD(0.5) is then the frequency ratio with one ion in the trap
R. Further more, since kD and nD are in the order of 1 and νD(0.5) is in
the order of 36 MHz, the nominator can be Taylor expanded yielding (to the
second order)

R′(nH ,nD) = R(1+ εnH)(1−δnD +(δnD)
2), (3.11)

where ε and δ are the hydrogen and deuterium ion-ion interaction coefficients,
respectively.

It is reasonable to assume that the level of contamination could vary from
bunch to bunch since both the ion source and the ion optics were re-optimized
repeatedly throughout the measurement. Therefore, each bunch should be as-
signed individual ion-ion interaction coefficients. The frequency ratio at 0.5
detected ion, on the other hand, should be the same for all bunches. Therefore
a simultaneous fit of Equation (3.11) to the data of all bunches, with individual
ion-ion interaction coefficients but a common R, was performed.

The result of this procedure is a frequency ratio at 0.5 detected ion of
0.999 231 659 33(17) and average interaction coefficients of ε = 0.34 ppb/ion
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Figure 3.11: The frequency ratios of one to two detected D+ and H+
2 ions before

(left) and after (right) the relativistic and ion-ion interaction corrections were
made. The first 48 values of each plot are the individual ratios and the last value
is the weighted average of these.

and δ = −0.03 ppb/ion. From this it can be concluded that it was mainly the
H+

2 that was effected by the ion-ion interaction effect. This is thought to be
due to D+ ions created together with the H+

2 in the pre-trap. During the mea-
surement SMILIS was injected with deuterium gas for the production of D+.
It is plausible that some of this gas found its way into the pre-trap. During
the measurement an increase of the pressure in the pre-trap was noticed when
SMILIS was running.

An illustration of what the combined relativistic and ion-ion interaction
corrections do to the frequency ratios can be viewed in Figure 3.11. The plots
are made using data from one to two detected ions and the right plot shows the
values extrapolated to 0.5 detected ion. A number of interesting observations
can be made from it. First of all, the average frequency ratio decreases from
the correction. Secondly, the uncertainties of the individual ratios increases
due to the extrapolation. On the other hand, the spread of the frequency ratios
decreases drastically. This plot is, however, only interesting for the under-
standing of the correction since the published value of the frequency ratio with
uncertainty is the value obtained from the fit. This value is 0.50 ppb smaller
than the uncorrected ratio and has almost the same uncertainty. The final value
of the proton mass deduced from this measurement is 1.007 276 466 95(18) u,
in great agreement with other published values (Fig. 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: Values of the proton mass. From left to right: 1 (M) the value by
Borgenstrand [24], 2 (O) the value by DiFilippo et al. [43], 3 (/) the value by
van Dyck et al. [37], 4 (.) the value from this experiment [PAPER V], 5 (♦) the
weighted average of all Penning trap measurements and 6 (�) the proton mass
from the most recent NIST CODATA database [36].
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3.4 Limitations of SMILETRAP I

During the 15 years of operation a number of masses have been measured with
SMILETRAP I. In these measurements several points have been identified that
limit the achievable precision.

3.4.1 The maximum achievable charge states of the ions

The CRYSIS ion source had an electron beam with a maximum energy of
35 keV, sufficient to produce for example helium-like xenon [44]. Never the
less, for the really heavy elements bare ions could not be produced and since
SMILETRAP utilizes the gain in relative precision using highly charged ions,
as high charge states as possible are desired. Also, as H+

2 is used as mass
reference ion, HCI with charge over mass as close to 1/2 as possible is desirable
to reduce the q/A asymmetry uncertainty.

3.4.2 Mass reference ion

So far H+
2 has been used as mass reference ion. However, the uncertainty of

this mass is limited by the uncertainty of the proton mass and the atomic and
molecular binding energies adding up to 0.11 ppb [PAPER V]. Therefore, in
order to reach uncertainties smaller than that another reference ion has to be
used. Different charge states could also be used to match the q/m of the ion of
interest and hence reduce the q/A asymmetry uncertainty. At MSL this was not
possible due to the lack of a proper ion source for the production of reference
ions.

3.4.3 Short storage time in the pre-trap

The storage half-life of ions in the pre-trap was only about 1 s [45]. The
reason for this could be due to bad alignment between the electric and the
magnetic field or to anharmonicities of the electric field. Another possible
explanation is electron capturing from collisions with rest gas, however; at the
pressure in the pre-trap of 10−9 mbar this is not likely. The consequence has
been that it has not been possible to implement any kind of ion cooling in
the pre-trap, since cooling requires longer storage times. Instead, a selection
procedure was used in which a series of apertures in the inter-trap section only
allowed ions traveling close to the optical axis to enter the trap. This was
complemented by a boil-off procedure in the precision trap in which the axially
hottest ions were evaporated. Still, no actual cooling took place. With colder
ions the uncertainties originating from trap imperfections could be reduced and
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it should also yield a smaller statistical spread in the TOF which would result
in sharper resonances.

3.4.4 The strength of the magnetic field

The relative precision of a mass measurement in a Penning trap is proportional
to the magnetic field strength (Eq. 3.1). Therefore, a stronger superconducting
magnet of the precision trap would reduce the statistical uncertainty. Today
highly homogeneous superconducting magnets with fields up to 7 T are avail-
able.

3.4.5 Trap imperfections

As discussed earlier, trap misalignment, electrode imperfections and magnetic
field inhomogeneities all shift the measured frequency ratio with a quantity that
is proportional to the relative charge over mass difference and the difference in
relative shifts of the two measured frequencies (Eq. 3.3). This was handled at
SMILETRAP I by the introduction of the q/A asymmetry uncertainty and by
using a large number of ions which meant that, in average, the two ion species
would experience the same fields. Never the less, better tuned trap parameters
in combination with colder ions and the possibility to more freely chose charge
states of the ions would reduce these uncertainties.

3.4.6 Temperature induced magnetic field fluctuations

The oscillating behavior of the temperature regulation system causes the cy-
clotron frequency to oscillate with a period of about 80 minutes and an am-
plitude of about 0.2 Hz (Fig. 3.5). As discussed earlier, using bunches of
about 100 scans, corresponding to about 100 minutes, in the evaluation, the
oscillation got averaged out and the only net effect was a smearing of the reso-
nance and broadening of the resonance width (Fig. 3.6). This could explain the
FWHM of about 1 Hz rather than the theoretical 0.8 Hz for a 1 s single-pulse
excitation [15].

The problem of the temperature induced frequency oscillation becomes
more severe with sharper resonances. In Figure 4.7 the distortion of the res-
onance pattern due to an oscillation with an amplitude of 0.3 Hz is shown for
four different excitations. Figure 4.7a shows the TOF resonance of a 1 sec-
ond single pulse excitation. In this case the distortion is modest, only slightly
increasing the width and smearing the sidebands. Figure 4.7b shows the res-
onance of a 1 second two pulse Ramsey excitation, used in for example the
proton mass measurement. Here the effect is much larger due to the narrower
line width and the fringe pattern, still the resonance is clearly visible. In the
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proton mass measurement there was also an attempt to use a 1.5 second two
pulse Ramsey excitation but the resonance was not resolvable. The reason
could be understood considering Figures 4.7c and d which show the oscillated
1.2 seconds and 1.4 seconds Ramsey resonance patterns respectively.

a b

c d

Figure 3.13: An illustration of what the temperature oscillation does to the res-
onance for four different excitations. The black curves represent the undisturbed
resonances and the red curves are the corresponding resonances time averaged
over one period of a frequency oscillation with an amplitude of 0.3 Hz. The
FWHM values quoted are the values of the undisturbed resonances. a) 1 second
single pulse excitation. b) 1 second two pulse Ramsey excitation. c) 1.2 seconds
two pulse Ramsey excitation. d) 1.4 seconds two pulse Ramsey excitation.

3.4.7 The relativistic mass increase

The relativistic mass increase observed at SMILETRAP I not only introduces
a shift of the measured frequency but also limits the achievable precision. In
principle, longer excitation times could be used to increase the resolution, how-
ever; because the excitation amplitude is already at the limit, this would result
in larger relativistic effects.
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3.4.8 Detection efficiency of the TOF detector

The low detection efficiency of the TOF detector of about 50% not only limits
the achievable statistics for a given measurement time but also makes the ion-
ion interaction correction, developed in PAPER V and further described in
Section 3.3.3, less robust.
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4. SMILETRAP II at the
Stockholm EBIT facility

In 2007 the CRYSIS ion source was taken out of operation as a step in the
close down of MSL. In a final measurement with SMILETRAP I the proton
mass was measured using D+ ions produced with SMILIS (Sec. 3.3.3). At the
same time the planning and construction of the new, improved SMILETRAP II
setup at the S-EBIT facility (Fig. 4.1), AlbaNova was already in progress. The
HCI are created in the S-EBIT before transported via a q/m selective bending
magnet toward the split chamber. In the split chamber the beam is deflected
electrostatically toward the new cooling trap. For the production of ions of
lower charge states the ion-source SMILIS can be used. In the cooling trap
the ions are retarded, cooled and brought to ground potential before further
transport to the precision trap. The most important parts of the setup and the
improvements compared to the old system are described in more detail in the
following.

4.1 The Stockholm EBIT laboratory

4.1.1 The Stockholm EBIT

Extensive descriptions of the Stockholm EBIT and the upgrade to a super EBIT
are given in [46; 47]; hence, only a short summary will be given here. An elec-
tron beam ion source/trap (EBIS/T) is a device in which atoms are ionized by
a bright electron beam of high energy. To boost the current density a strong
magnetic field from a super conducting magnet is used to compress the elec-
tron beam. In the source ions are confined radially by the space charge of the
electron beam in combination with the magnetic field. To allow longer ion-
ization times a set of cylindrical electrodes are added to trap the ions axially.
The original version of the S-EBIT had an electron beam current of 150 mA
which, in combination with a magnetic field of 3 T, results in a current den-
sity of 4 kA/cm2. With an maximum electron beam energy of 30 keV, fully
stripped ions ranging from oxygen to argon, as well as Kr33+ and Xe46+, has
been created.

The S-EBIT is a refrigerated EBIT in the sense that no liquid helium or ni-
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Figure 4.1: A sketch of the S-EBIT laboratory at AlbaNova, Stockholm Univer-
sity.
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Figure 4.2: Charge separated TOF spectrum of argon ions extracted from S-
EBIT (left) and corresponding magnet scan (right).

trogen is needed to cool the superconducting coil, instead it is kept cold using
two cold-heads connected to a helium compressor. The S-EBIT is equipped
with an injection system which allows for either continues or pulsed gas injec-
tion. The advantage with pulsed injection is that it is faster in producing high
charge states since with continuous injection electron capture from the neutrals
will slow down the production of the highest charge states. The S-EBIT can
also be loaded with singly charged ions produced in a metal vapour vacuum
arc (MEVVA) ion source [48].

To the monitor the trap inventory a TOF detector was mounted at the end
of a 0◦ line. With this the charge spectrum of the trap content can be derived
in a single shoot as charge separated pulses (Fig. 4.2). At the same position a
slit-collector type emittance meter was mounted to measure the emittance of
the ion beam. Through a charge separating 90◦ bending magnet the desired
charge state can be selected for further transport to various experimental set-
ups (Fig. 4.1).

The S-EBIT has now been upgraded to a super EBIT with an electron beam
energy of 260 keV and a magnetic field of 4 T. This will allow the production
of fully stripped ions of any element up to Uranium.

4.1.2 The isotope separator and injector CHORDIS

The S-EBIT has also been equipped with a cold or hot reflex discharge ion
source (CHORDIS) [49] for the creation and injection of singly charged ions.
This ion source has the advantage that it can run with both gas injection, va-
porization, sputtering or an oven, making it possible to create ions from a large
variety of elements. Furthermore, an isotope selective 90◦ magnet has been
placed between CHORDIS and the S-EBIT to allow isotope separation before
injection into the S-EBIT.
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4.1.3 SMILIS

At MSL the ion source SMILIS was mainly used in test and calibration mea-
surements, although it was also used for the production of D+ ions in the
proton mass measurement [PAPER V]. For the new setup SMILIS has been
equipped with a Bauman type ion source. This source has the capability of
producing multiply charged ions and could therefore be used for the produc-
tion of reference ions for SMILETRAP II. SMILIS is also planned to be used
for the production of fully striped light ions (e.g. protons or He2+) needed to
perform non-neutral buffer gas cooling [50] in the cooling trap.

4.2 SMILETRAP II

A sketch of the SMILETRAP II beam line at the S-EBIT lab is presented in
Figure 4.3. In the following sections the principle parts are described.
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Figure 4.3: A sketch of the SMILETRAP II beam line at the S-EBIT lab.

4.2.1 The cooling trap

It is, for several reasons, desirable to have as cold and well centered ions as
possible when conducting Penning trap mass measurements. A lot of effort
is put into making the magnetic field in the trap as homogeneous and well
aligned with the electric field as possible. Never the less, the further away
from the center of the trap the ions end up the more the conditions deviate from
the ideal, making the sum frequency shift away from the cyclotron frequency
(Sec. 3.2.3). Furthermore, the spread in initial radial position becomes the
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spread in initial magnetron radius which, after excitation, effects the spread in
kinetic energy. If this spread is large, ions excited at same frequency will have
a large spread in TOF, effecting the uncertainty of the TOF resonance fit. Also,
the size of the initial magnetron radius determines the gain in kinetic energy at
resonance (Sec. 2.8) which, if it becomes too large, makes the ions relativistic,
shifting the resonance and distorting the TOF spectrum (Sec. 3.2.3).

For this reason a new preperation trap, called the Cooling trap, has been
designed for SMILTETRAP II. The new trap has, compared to the pre-trap
of SMILETRAP I, a stronger magnetic field at 1.1 T and a better alignment
between the magnetic and electric field. The good alignment is achieved by
squeezing the holder of the trap electrodes between the two pole plates of the
magnet which, together with a stainless steel cylinder, also acts as the vacuum
chamber for the trap. These improvements, together with a lower residual gas
pressure, allow the longer storage times necessary for ion cooling. The trap
electrodes consists of four correction electrodes, one center ring electrode and
two semi open endcaps. All electrodes are made out of oxygen free gold coated
copper and the fractional potentials applied to the correction electrodes have
been tuned to make the potential inside the trap as close as possible to a true
quadrupole potential (Fig. 4.4)

For the injection and extraction of ions the trap has been equipped with a
new injection and extraction system consisting of sets of cylindrical electrodes
and cones. A SIMION [51] simulation of the injection and extraction is shown
in Figure 4.5.

So far a number of different ion species have been trapped, both singly
charged ions from SMILIS and HCI from S-EBIT. Evaporative cooling have
been demonstrated using Ar16+ ions [PAPER VIII] and as a first step toward
sideband cooling in non-neutral buffer gas [50] the simultaneous storage of
Ar16+ and He+ has been achieved [PAPER VI] (Fig. 4.6). The idea is to mix
HCI with fully ionized atoms of some lighter species, e.g protons. Through
collisional transfer of energy the protons, which are more weakly bound, will
be evaporated from the trap taking large parts of the total energy with them.
Because the radial motion is magnetron dominated and because the magnetron
energy is negative the ion cloud expands as the radial energy decreases. There-
for, a quadrupole excitation at the sum frequency ωs is applied to convert the
magnetron motion into cyclotron motion. This not only has the advantage that
the radius decreases but also makes the cooling more effective due to the higher
velocity.

To monitor the energy of the ions different techniques has been used. The
axial energy has been measured through the TOF, and an extraction technique
has been developed were the excitation of a coherent axial oscillation is fol-
lowed by a slow ramping of the upper end-cap. The result is a TOF spectrum
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Figure 4.4: A calculation of the electrostatic potential inside the tuned seven-
pole cylindrical Coling trap of the SMILETRAP II setup. The upper figure shows
the quadrupole-like potential in percent of the voltage applied to the end caps.
The lower figure shows the deviation of the potential from an ideal quadrupole
potential. The area inside the white line has a deviation of less than 5%.
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Figure 4.5: A SIMION simulation of the injection (top) and extraction (bottom)
system of the SMILETRAP II Cooling trap. The radius of the injected beam is
7 mm while that of the extracted beam is less than a millimeter. The potentials in
volts applied to the drift tubes are indicated in the figure.
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Figure 4.6: TOF histograms of trapped He+ ions from SMILIS and Ar16+ ions
from S-EBIT. The left histogram shows the TOF of the ions individually trapped
whereas the right shows the TOF of both species simultaneously trapped.

in which the ions arrive in short bunches. Because of the coherent oscillation
the ions within each bunch can be assigned an average energy and from this
the mean axial energy and temperature can be derived [PAPER VIII]. By ex-
tending the waiting time between the capture and excitation of the ion cloud
a rethermalization can be observed in which the hottest ions leave the trap,
effectively cooling the remaining ions (Fig. 4.7).

Waiting time 10 ms Waiting time 100 ms

Figure 4.7: TOF diagram of ions escaping the trap over the slowly ramped po-
tential barrier.

In order to address the radial energy, measurements of the emittance have
been performed. The emittance is a measure of the spread in position and
momentum and the radial emittance εr relates to the radial temperature T of
the ion cloud through

εr = πr0

(
kBT
qU

)1/2

, (4.1)

were r0 is the radius of the ion cloud. The radial emittance of ions extracted
from the cooling trap, as well as directly from the S-EBIT, has been mea-
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sured using a slit collector type emittance meter borrowed from the physics
department of the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich. The results show
normalized emittances of about εn = γβεr = 2 · 10−2 mm·mrad in both cases
(Fig. 4.8) [46]. To increase the speed and flexibility of the measurements a
pepper-pot type emittance meter was developed and tested at the cooling trap.
The pepper-pot emittance meter not only reduces the measurement time but
also has the advantage of having a high time resolution. This means the de-
tector signal can be gated in order to reduce background or to measure the
emittance of different ion species simultaneously [PAPER IX].

Figure 4.8: Left: Vertical trace-space of re-trapped Ar16+ ions extracted from the
Cooling trap measured with the slit collector emittance meter. The corresponding
normalized emittance is εn,y = 1.6 ·10−2 mm·mrad. Right: Vertical trace-space of
H+

2 ions extracted from the cooling trap measured with the pepper pot emittance
meter. The corresponding normalized emittance is εn,y = 3.5 ·10−2 mm·mrad.

4.2.2 The precision trap

For the SMILETRAP II setup the trap electrodes from SMILETRAP I will be
used but with a new superconducting magnet. The new magnet is horizontal
and has a magnetic field strength of 5.8 T. By careful tuning of the supercon-
ducting shim coils a homogeneity of 3 ppb in a cubic millimeter was achieved.
To estimate the influence on a measured frequency ratio a second order poly-
nomial B(z) = B0 +B1z+B2z2 was least square fitted to the field values mea-
sured along the axis (Fig. 4.9). The linear term B1 will be averaged out due
to the axial oscillation but the quadratic term B2 will cause a shift of the sum
frequency which depends on the amplitudes of the oscillations. From the fit-
ted parameters the resulting relative shift of the cyclotron frequency becomes
B2/2B0 =−3.2 ·10−9 mm−2.
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Figure 4.9: Magnetic field measured every mm along the optical axis (squares)
and a second order polynomial least square fitted to the data (solid line).

More importantly, the relative shift of the measured frequency ratio and
hence the measured ion mass will in the end depend on the difference in aver-
age oscillation amplitudes between the two ions species

∆R
R

=
1
2

B2

B0

((
z2− z2

re f
)
−
(
ρ

2−ρ
2
re f
))

. (4.2)

This stresses the importance of keeping all oscillation amplitudes small and as
far as possible of the same size. The way to do this is to reduce the spread in
kinetic energy through cooling.

Also the tilt angle between the electric and magnetic field axis has been
carefully minimized. A plot of the magnetic axis relative to the optical axis,
which coincides with the electrical field axis, is presented in Figure 4.10. The
plot is obtained by measuring the magnetic field gradient in x and y every
millimeter along the z-axis and extrapolate between each point. The result is
an estimated maximum tilt angle of 4.4 mrad. The values obtained from the
shimming and the alignment is comparable with the ones from SMILETRAP I,
however; these are just preliminary values and the final shimming and align-
ment is still to be performed.

To minimize the temperature induced magnetic field fluctuations the vac-
uum tube holding the trap has been constructed with a double wall to allow
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Figure 4.10: The measured magnetic field axis (squares) relative to the optical
axis and a linear least square fit to the data (solid line).

the free flow of a coolant or heating medium. Tests have been made in which
the flow of air from a compressed air reservoir has been regulated using a nee-
dle valve. The valve is controlled by an in-house developed self-optimizing
LabView program with a PID-algorithm regulating the temperature of the trap
tube measured approximately 20 cm from the trap [PAPER VII]. With this sys-
tem a temperature stability with a standard deviation of 2.5 mK was achieved
(Fig. 4.11). However, this is at the limit of the resolution of the temperature
measurement system and a more precise temperature read-out should therefore
have the potential to further increase the stability. More over, the unregulated
temperature of the reservoir could easily be stabilized to 0.1 K which should
increase the performance of the system.

4.2.3 The TOF section and detection chamber

In order to get better control of the actual number of ions trapped a new de-
tector chamber has been built. The chamber holds both a position-sensitive
resistive-anode multi-channel-plate (MCP) detector and a channel electron mul-
tiplier (CEM) with a conversion dynode. The MCP has a large active area
which makes it possible to optimize the beam transport and focus to make sure
all ions are detected. Since it is position sensitive it can also be used to image
the distribution in the trap. The CEM detector has the advantage of a detec-
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Figure 4.11: Histogram of the measured temperature deviation from the set
value over a period of 7 hours together with a fitted normal distribution with
σ = 2.5 mK.

tion efficiency close to unity. This does not only result in a more efficient data
acquisition but also gives reliable information of the number of trapped ions
which will be used to handle the number dependence effect.

To make sure all ions ejected from the trap ends up at the detector a new
TOF section with several focusing elements has been constructed. Figure 4.12
shows a SIMION simulation of the ion transport in the second part of the TOF
section.

Figure 4.12: SIMION simulation of the new TOF section. The trajectories (red)
of ions with charge over mass 1/2, extracted form the trap by 1 kV, are shown for
the second half of the TOF section. The maximum radius of the ion cloud inside
the trap that can be transported without losses is 0.35 mm. The voltages applied
to the drift tubes are indicated in the figure.
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4.2.4 Ramsey excitation

Although implemented already at SMILETRAP I the Ramsey excitation tech-
nique was only used in one mass measurement, that of the proton mass. The
benefits are clearly demonstrated in PAPER IV and PAPER V and at SMILE-
TRAP II the Ramsey excitation technique will be used in all measurements.
As has been shown this increases the precision in a measurement by up to a
factor of three but it also constitutes a way of getting sharper resonances with-
out introducing relativistic effects. Because the radial energy gained from the
excitation is proportional to the interaction time between the exciting field and
the ion, in the two pulse Ramsey case 2 · τ1, while the resonance width is pro-
portional to the full excitation time, 2 ·τ1+τ0, the resolution could be increased
by extending τ0, while keeping τ1 small to minimize relativistic effects. This
way excitation times of several seconds could be performed with amplitudes
well above the noise limit and without relativistic effects.

4.3 Expected precision improvement

To accurately predict the gain in precision from the various improvements re-
ported is difficult. This is especially so for those sources of systematical un-
certainties which are experimentally determined and not derived from physical
parameters. Nevertheless, an attempt will be made to discuss how the various
sources of uncertainties are expected to differ for SMILETRAP II relative to
SMILETRAP I. As basis for the discussion a fictive measurement of the mass
of uranium-238 will be used as this is the heaviest naturally occurring isotope
and SMILETRAP was designed for measurements of heavy, highly charged
ions. An estimated uncertainty budget of such a measurement with SMILE-
TRAP I is given in Table 4.1, assuming 238U70+ ions delivered from CRYSIS.
In the following sections each uncertainty is discussed individually.

4.3.1 Statistical uncertainty

In any measurement the uncertainty originating from purely statistical fluctu-
ations is inversely proportional the square root of the number of independent
observations, often limited by the available measurement time. At MSL the
CRYSIS running time devoted to SMILETRAP I was usually limited to two
weeks. Out of this, about one week was usually spent on optimizing the source
and transporting the beam so that the actual measurement time was one week
or less. The moderate running cost thanks to the refrigeration and the relatively
easy operation of the S-EBIT makes longer running times feasible and it is not
unrealistic to assume data acquisition times four times longer or more.
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Table 4.1: The presumed uncertainty budget of a measurement of the 238U70+

mass with SMILETRAP I together with the range of these uncertainties from
previous measurements.

Source Estimated Range of previous
uncertainty measurements

Statistical 0.5 ppb 0.18 - 3.1 pbb
q/A asymmetry 1.0 ppb 0.0 - 3.0 ppb
Relativistic mass increase 0.1 ppb 0.1 - 0.6 ppb
Magnetic field drift <0.06 ppb <0.06 - 0.1 ppb
Ion number dependence 0.1 ppb 0.1 - 0.4 ppb
Contaminant ions <0.1 <0.1 - 0.3 ppb
Reference mass 0.14 0.14 - 0.18 ppb

Total uncertainty 1.1 ppb

At SMILETRAP II the Ramsey excitation technique will be the method of
choice and as discussed above it has the capability of reducing the statistical
uncertainty by at least a factor of three for the same measurement time. With
a more stable magnetic field, thanks to the improved temperature regulation,
the improvement could be even larger. The more stable field together with
Ramsey excitation also allow longer excitation times and since the resolution
is directly proportional to the excitation time it is more beneficial to increase
the excitation time than just extending the data acquisition time. However, the
natural decay of the super conducting magnet means that ion species has to be
interchanged at least every minute. This limits the excitation time to about two
seconds, assuming 26 equidistant excitation frequencies.

Finally, the stronger magnetic field of SMILETRAP II will reduce the sta-
tistical uncertainty by 23% and fully striped ions (U92+) from S-EBIT instead
of the more moderate charge state produced by CRYSIS will improve the pre-
cision by another factor of 92/70. To summarize, if we assume that a future
mass measurement with SMILETRAP II would use a 2 s two-pulse Ramsey
excitation with four times longer data acquisition time the statistical uncer-
tainty could be reduced by more than a factor of 15, to about 0.03 ppb.

4.3.2 q/A asymmetry uncertainty

The q/A asymmetry uncertainty assigned to all measurements with SMILE-
TRAP I is experimentally determined through measurements of the shift of
the frequency ratio as a function of the difference in charge over mass of the
reference ion verses the ion of interest [17]. This uncertainty then includes
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frequency shifts due to trap misalignment and electrode imperfections as well
as other possibly unknown sources. In fact, any source of a systematic shift
of the cyclotron frequency will cause a shift of the frequency ratio, and hence
the mass, that to first order is linear dependent of the relative charge over mass
difference (Eq. 3.3). Hence, all systematic uncertainties arising from the mea-
surement (relativistic, magnetic field drift, alignment, electrode imperfections,
ion number and contaminant ions) will show a charge over mass dependence.
Some of these, for example the alignment, causes a shift that is independent of
ion species and charge state (Eq. 3.5). In these cases the dependence becomes
a proportionality (Eq. 3.6) and the uncertainty can be made infinitely small by
choosing proper charge state combinations. In other cases, like the relativistic
effect, the shifts could be different for different ion species and in this case the
difference between the shifts will affect the frequency ratio.

Thanks to the S-EBIT all possible charge states will be available to SMILE-
TRAP II. If H+

2 is to be used as mass reference the usage of U92+ instead of
U70+ would reduce the q/A asymmetry uncertainty from 1.0 ppb to 0.42 ppb.
If, in combination, the reference mass would be changed to C5+ or O6+ pro-
duced at SMILIS the uncertainty would be reduced to 0.11 pbb or 0.03 ppb,
respectively.

4.3.3 Relativistic mass increase

The relativistic correction method developed in the proton mass measurement
already reduced the uncertainty from a relativistic mass increase to below
0.01 ppb. With the Ramsey excitation technique the conversion could be
stopped earlier, reducing this uncertainty to well below 0.01 ppb.

4.3.4 Magnetic field drift

As long as ion species are interchanged at least every minute this uncertainty
will be kept well below 0.01 ppb. If, in the future, longer cycle times are
needed, this could be achieved by counteracting the decay of the magnet with
an external field-lock coil similar to the one used at TRIGA-TRAP [52] or by
adjusting the data analysis procedure to account for the drift [43]. Another
possibility could be to use the temperature regulation system to counteract the
decay by slowly increasing the temperature.

4.3.5 Ion number dependence and Contaminant ions

In the SMILETRAP I data analysis Ion number dependence and Contaminant
ions were treated as independent uncertainties even though the origin of these
are the same; that is, more than one ion present in the trap. In PAPER V a
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correction for this effect is presented that, on the level of the uncertainty of
the measurement of 0.18 ppb, did not contribute to the total uncertainty. The
correction did however suffer from the low detection efficiency of the TOF
detector and with the new channeltron TOF detector the correction should be
even more efficient, hopefully reducing this uncertainty well below 0.01 ppb.

4.3.6 Reference mass

The uncertainty of the H+
2 mass derived from measurements of the proton mass

is 0.14 ppb. In PAPER V a direct measurement of the H+
2 mass with an un-

certainty of 0.17 ppb is presented. These uncertainties include the uncertainty
of the vibrational energy of the H+

2 molecule of 0.075 nu. In order to reach
uncertainties below this the vibration would have to be cooled. A perhaps
more attractive solution would be to choose another reference ion. The obvi-
ous choice would be carbon-12, being the definition of the atomic mass. The
uncertainty of the reference mass would then be reduced to the uncertainty of
the electron mass and the electron binding energies, which is less than 2 ·10−13

for C6+. Another benefit from using carbon as mass reference ion would be
that the charge state could be chosen to match the charge over mass of the ion
of interest. This would be possible with the new Bauman type ion source and
charge selective analyze magnet adopted for SMILIS.

4.3.7 Estimated total uncertainty

To summarize, it is likely that a future measurement of the mass of 238U92+

with SMILETRAP II would reach a total relative uncertainty below 0.1 ppb.
However, to do so the reference ion would have to be changed to an ion species
with a mass known to a precision higher than this and with a q/m close to 0.39.
The q/A asymmetry uncertainty is the hardest to predict since it is constituted
of many sources, out of which some are not well known. It should however be
pointed out that, as a conservative estimate, the full experimentally determined
shift of the frequency ratio is used as the uncertainty. If more time is spent on
the issue, measuring the shift as a function of q/m differences, a charge over
mass correction could be developed together with an estimate of the uncer-
tainty of this correction. If this is realized, perhaps together with some means
to control the magnetic field drift, uncertainties in the range of 0.01 ppb could
be within reach.
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5. Conclusions and Outlook

For fifteen years SMILETRAP I has produced reliable mass values of phys-
ically interesting ions. In total 19 different isotopic masses were measured
with a precision of 2.2 ppb or better. The last two of these, the calcium and
the proton mass, are reported in this thesis. Also reported is the implementa-
tion of the Ramsey excitation technique which has the power of reducing the
statistical uncertainties in future measurements by a factor of three.

With the new improved SMILETRAP II setup the precision will be pushed
further with the aim of routinely reach uncertainties below 0.1 pbb. In this
thesis the extensive improvements of SMILETRAP II over SMILETRAP I are
presented and it is shown that uncertainties as small as 10 ppt could be within
reach. With this precision the electron binding energies of the heaviest isotopes
could be ‘weighted’ within a few eV.

The forthcoming scientific program of SMILETRAP II is extensive. Re-
cently a new value of the fine structure constant independent of QED was mea-
sured through the photon recoil velocities of rubidium atoms at an uncertainty
of 0.66 pbb [10]. The 87Rb mass value used in the evaluation has been mea-
sured in Penning traps using the image current technique [53; 54]. Hence,
a confirmation of this value from SMILETRAP II, using the TOF technique
would add to the reliability of that value. Furthermore, it is anticipated that
in the future, the uncertainty in photon recoil measurement will be reduced by
a factor of two, in which case the mass uncertainty will become the limiting
factor in the determination of α [10].

Some 20 atomic masses has to be known to relative precisions of about
10−10 for the neutrino-less double beta decay experiments. Some of these have
already been measured to this precision by other Penning trap mass spectrome-
ters; however, it is important to confirm these values, possibly using a different
technique. There are also a number of, for this purpose, interesting masses not
known to sufficient precision. Perhaps most interesting are the mases of 130Te,
130Xe, 116Cd and 116Sn.

For the g-factor measurements a number of ionic masses are relevant, lead-
ing up to lithium- and hydrogen-like uranium. In this respect SMILETRAP II
has a greate advantage since it directly measures the masses of the highly
charged ions and hence no uncertainty has to be added from the electron mass
and the electronic binding energies.
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The SMILETRAP I measurement of the masses of 198Hg and 204Hg helped
solving difficulties in the atomic mass tables present since 1980 [6]. This did
however cause new problems in relation with heavier atoms. To solve these
issues the mass of 232Th, primarily derived from the 236U(α)232Th reaction,
should be measured.

These are some of the atomic masses that could be determined with SMILE-
TRAP II in the coming years. At this moment the final touches are being made
to the setup and in the near future the first ions will be incarcerated in the preci-
sion trap, subjected to an agitating rf-pulse and evicted to the will of the fringe
field. May the (Lorentz) force be with them!
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Sammanfattning

I denna avhandling beskrivs principen för atomära precisionsmassmätningar
med penningjonfällor i allmänhet och mer detaljerat hur dessa mätningar har
utförts med SMILETRAP I. Vidare behandlas de sista mätningarna som gjor-
des med SMILETRAP I, 40Ca- och protonmassan. Massan av 40Ca är intres-
sant i samband med pågående mätningar av g-faktorn hos elektronen i helium-
lika joner. Dessa mätningar syftar till att testa och verifiera kvantelektrodyna-
miska beräkningar på dessa system. Värdet uppmätt med SMILETRAP I har
en osäkerhet som är tio gånger mindre än det som man kan hitta i masstabeller.

Mätningen av protonmassan gjordes i syfte att verifiera andra precisions-
mätningar samt för att testa hur hög noggrannhet det går att uppnå med SMI-
LETRAP I. Det fanns också goda förhoppningar att detta skulle ge informa-
tion om hur olika systematiska effekter kan behandlas för att minimera felkäl-
lor. Resultatet är ett värde på protonmassan som överensstämmer med tidigare
uppmäta värden och som med en relativ osäkerhet på endast 0,18 miljarddelar
är i nära konkurrens med det mest precisa värdet uppmätt. För att nå dit utarbe-
tades nya korrektioner för systematiska effekter som kan användas för att öka
precisionen även i framtida mätningar.

Avgörande för den uppnådda precisionen var den nyligen införda Ramsey-
excitationstekniken. Även denna teknik och hur den implementerats vid SMI-
LETRAP I beskrivs i avhandlingen och i en inkluderad artikel. Där beskrivs
hur tekniken optimerats för SMILETRAP I:s ändamål och hur det har resulte-
rat i en reducering av den statistiska osäkerheten med en faktor tre.

Avhandlingen andra hälft ägnas åt den nya, förbättrade uppställningen SMI-
LETRAP II i S-EBIT-laboratoriet, AlbaNova. Här beskrivs de förändringar,
uppgraderingar och nya konstruktioner som förväntas öka precisionen hos SMI-
LETRAP II-mätningar till mindre än en på tio miljarder och kanske ner till 10
biljondelar (0,000 000 000 01). De viktigaste förändringarna som ska realisera
detta är, förutom Ramseytekniken; joner med högre laddningstal, längre körti-
der, kallare joner, bättre referensjoner, starkare och stabilare magnetfält samt
effektivare jon detektion.
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